Laura Callis: What is book length? 400 pages or a style?

Jenifer Hummer: Four chapter dissertation. Two chapters will be in article format.

Laura Callis: ty

Laura Callis: can i share the recording with my writing group?

Maria Franshaw: Thank you, this was very helpful.

Gomzales Aurora: Thank you....learned a lot

Jenifer Hummer: Thank you for breaking your process down for us. Very helpful.

Laura Callis: Best way to identify relevant journals?

Jenifer Hummer: I think Sam Otten had put that together.

Jenifer Hummer: I know he had a resource.

Marcy Wood: try www.mathedjournals.com

Marcy Wood: Sam moved the wiki to this site

Laura Callis: can you say more about tracking your time?

Laura Callis: Ah, helpful!

Marcy Wood: Have you heard of/used the pomodoro technique?

Jenifer Hummer: Development and Diversity

Jenifer Hummer: National Center for Development and Diversity

Jenifer Hummer: has writing bootcamps. Many institutions have memberships.

Jenifer Hummer: https://www.facultydiversity.org/

Marcy Wood: Can you talk about working with revisions for your article?
Laura Callis: Thank you!

Marcy Wood: Thank you!

Jacklyn Van Ooyik: Thank you!

Naomi Jessup: Thank you for sharing

Nicole Hersey 2: Thank you!

Tara Guido: thanks!

Roxanne Moore: Mahalo!

Jenifer Hummer: Bye!